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De-mess your closet, maximize your fashion options, and reinvent your own personal style.
And more! Too often we are still left rummaging around an overflowing closet, ironically at a
loss for what things to wear. However, owning a capsule wardrobe, which consists of a limited
amount of clothing, will&#151;set you free!believe this or not&#151;The Capsule Closet
introduces thirty wardrobe essentials&#151;tops, bottoms, shoes, and add-ons&#151;With
detailed descriptions and illustrations of every of the thirty pieces, and also a list of all 1000
outfits in a handy table, The Capsule Wardrobe will revitalize the way you use your closet,
produce dressing easy and worry-free, and help you reinvent your individual style.
Professional stylist Wendy Mak instructs readers on how best to use different pieces together
to achieve one thousand different unique looks from function to weekend. Learn to:&#149;
Create exclusive everyday looks particular to body type&#149; Curate and create a true mixand-match wardrobe&#149; Pick the right items to stretch your style dollar&#149; Transition
from any office to at night in a flash&#149; Reduce fashion mistakes and impulse
buying&#149;Cluttered closets make cluttered lives.that will create the ultimate mix-andmatch wardrobe for the working woman.
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! From a few of the other evaluations I expected it to be sort of fluffy but she really had solid
details and I specifically resonated with the 80/20 rule... Let's be clear: We hate to shop for
clothes. I'm sure someone with experience in piecing together a wardrobe would find this very
helpful to rip off her idea and claim it as their own idea, however I think many people
purchasing this to put into action in their own wardrobe would find it frustrating as I really do
to not be able to use the ideas outlined in this reserve because of the fact you cannot
purchase any of the fashions in any store.!If this describes you in any way, The Capsule
Wardrobe is the publication for you.Think about The Capsule Wardrobe because the
successor to the KonMari method. In the event that you, like me, possess considered an
excellent clean-out but panic on the idea of being naked and scared, Wendy Mak's book will
provide you with some peace of mind and ease and comfort. Wendy Mak demonstrates that
it's possible to pare your closet down to 30 items and still have a working wardrobe. This
review is certainly my honest opinion.7 bottoms (skirts, pants, etc)6 tops6 top layer items
(blazer, sweater, jacket, coating, etc.)3 purses6 pairs of shoesAccessories.(Don't count that. I
know it isn't 30 but I don't have the book in front of me right now.) Work wear, weekend wear
and going out are included. This does not include loungewear or gym use. She doesn't tell
you to pare down underwear or socks. Just your primary dressing parts. She counts carrying 3
different purses as 3 different outfits. Again, I'm not really brave or confident in my attire and
my ability to match things up, therefore having a foolproof guide helps. Could have been
useful if more time was allocated to constructing the wardrobe. Use it, make it personal, and
remember: each component must work with the whole. Really helpful - even with using my
existing pieces (post closet clear out! Interesting, if a little disappointing.Right now, the book
has a few weak points. I think every woman will raise an eyebrow at her impassioned defense
of skinny jeans (or is usually that simply me?). She defends it ably (your hip and legs and bum
don't appear as bad as you imagine, you have to be able to tuck your jeans into your footwear,
etc), but that could be further than most females want to go. I did not find this reserve helpful
at all.Therefore given that it's January and I'm standing before my closets in disgust,
considering clothes I must have purchased in an alcoholic bender, shoes in need of repair that
I haven't repaired or discarded, and t shirts and bottoms I haven't worn in two years, I'm feeling
brave. I believe that might be overstating it, but you'll definitely get over 100. Between Marie
Kondo and Wendy Mak, I could finally remove some of these clothing from my closet and
pare down to the requirements. The Capsule Closet is helping me make the decision on what
things to keep and what things to toss/donate/give apart and I'm doing this in the data that I'll
be able to leave the house looking relatively put together ultimately. She dove correct in and
covered a lot of information. The thirty items? Great suggesions! Add a relatively boring sense
of design (solid colors, black slacks, penny loafers) and fashion and I are not on speaking
terms. I really enjoyed this reserve, and I believe her capsule wardrobe tips are great. In my
more youthful years, I never had the basics in dark, grey, taupe etc and that resulted in frantic
times, trying to figure out what to wear to function!! I like the way she doesn't stick with any
type of fashion dogma aswell.One issue I did so encounter with the reserve is that fifty percent
of the distance consists of lists greater than 1000 outfits that i didn't feel like was needed. One
primary outfit tweaked by a different purse or a different footwear.Author gives plenty of
excellent advice, though, so it's even now a recommend! And that was the only real reason it
has a four star and not a five..tweaked. But when you have certainly no creativity on how to
coordinate your clothes, this is the book for you personally.When I'm buying a reserve like this,
hardback, I always look at the page count, to make sure it's not a Kindle wonder with only 40

pages!! Therefore in cases like this, the book is similar to 120 web pages, with the others being
lists of clothes, which I had a hard time even reading (terms and conditions, grey and very
hard to read. 1000 outfits depends upon the way you do your "outfit math" Name is somewhat
misleading.. If you ask me, that isn't a 'new' outfit but the old one simply.30 Pieces in my own
wardrobe?).Moreover, she offers a full table of possible mixtures. Yes, I observe how that's one
view of why is an outfit. Interesting book, offers many pages in the end to display you how to
put things together, which I suppose might help the truly confused amongst us. Light on
content, the 1000 clothing list pads out the number of pages. The sketches of versions in the
publication are tall and slim. Great concept but difficult to implement Great but impossible to
implement because of the fact it uses wardrobe examples that are outdated and impossible
to obtain and the web site link does not provide any updated or current closet staple good
examples this would've been better if it all had utilized common cuts and colors and not 1990s
fashions. My short (5'1"), rotund (I'm not likely to talk about, but I'm certainly plus-sized) body
does not lend itself to a happy day of perusing the racks and searching for the next great
piece. not at all your average everyday women! Don't buy just because it's on sale.) I was able
to put together looks that I've by no means tried before. The very best part? My work coworkers mentioning that they've nevet seen these outfits before, despite it getting clothes I
wear all the time. How will the brand new piece work in your wardrobe? However, since I
stash my purse at my desk all day, her 3 outfits would be identical at work so far as I'm
worried. Best part of the book is its early pages once the book encourages people to reduce
products from their closet they are currently storing rather than wearing.This book is designed
as a jumping off point and not something that is defined in stone. Ladies, buy this book Every
woman can purchase this book. After many years of overloading my closet with clothes I
seldom put on, I am paring my wardrobe to 30 items. I’m both delighted and excited! Solid
information I really enjoyed this book.Advance Reader Copy given by Publisher. It is possible
(as a starting point). Would recommend Five Stars excellent product Five Stars Follow the
directions completely to freedom from mess! Did not learn anything new from this book even
though ... Did not learn anything new from this publication even though the author claims she
will not be repeating what's already been said in mags, blogs, etc. You can find better books,
try the Curated Closet instead. Very useful! Also, she maintains that will give you over 1000
different looks. Four Stars Have to reread this and take down notes
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